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Summary 
 

In games, reverb is used to convey the audial space of game environments. This thesis 

explores the possibilities of using spring and plate reverb, and if they enhance or 

detract from the experience compared to a realistic natural reverb. 

Under evaluation, a quantitative study with a secondary qualitative discussion was 

carried out where participants played a gameplay prototype that switched between 

using spring reverb, plate reverb and a realistic natural reverb. A survey was answered 

relating to the gameplay sequence, which was used to evaluate how players perceived 

the differences in the different reverbs. 

The conclusion shows that although spring and plate reverb have different associations 

and are perceived in a different way compared to a natural realistic reverb, a majority 

still preferred a natural reverb and felt that spring plate were overall more distracting 

to the game experience. 
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1 Introduction 

Reverberation is something experienced every day, and is something that can be taken for 

granted in everyday life. It gives the listener information on the environment, such as what 

the material of the resonating space is made of and the size of the resonating space. It also 

helps the listener to determine their position in the environment. Reverberation is also an 

important component in the production of audio in computer games, and there are several 

different ways to create reverberation in games. Two common methods are reverberation 

purely generated by a digital algorithm as well as using a convolution reverb algorithm. In 

the past, several different analogue techniques have been applied to create artificial 

reverberation. Two of these are spring reverb and plate reverb, which have had use in music, 

but not so much in games. This thesis will explore the possibilities for using spring and plate 

for reverberation in games, measuring their aesthetic qualities and testing them on regular 

players, as well as comparing them to a realistic reverb based on a natural environment. The 

aim of the research is to see if and how players respond to spring and plate reverb compared 

to a realistic impulse response reverb, and in what way the unique audial characteristics of 

plate and spring reverb enhance (or detract) from the overall game experience.  

To measure the unique audial characteristics of plate and spring reverb a quantitative study 

method was used in conjunction with the game Unity Labs by Unity Technologies (2015). 

Three different versions of the same game were presented to participants, where they played 

the game with spring reverb, plate reverb and a more realistic impulse response reverb based 

on a real room. Afterwards the participants completed a questionnaire where data on the 

effects of using the different reverberation methods was collected to be compared and 

analysed. The results were used to draw a conclusion how spring and plate reverb alters the 

game experience due to their sonic properties and how players feel these reverbs reflect their 

environment compared to a realistic reverb based on a natural environment. 
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2 Background 

Games for the past thirty years have undergone a continuous growth in complexity. This 

development can be seen when comparing games such as Pong (Atari Inc, 1972) and Space 

Invaders (Taito, 1978) to modern releases such as Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare 

(Sledgehammer Games, 2014). As Huiberts (2010) mentions “The continuous technological 

improvements enabled game designers to create more complex game systems and to add 

more world elements to computer games.” In the same way, computer sound has made a 

similar jump together with graphical fidelity and complexity of game mechanics.  

There are several studies in the field of virtual environments and how a player’s interactions 

are affected by how these environments are presented. Some of this research is related to 

audio, and the importance it has on a player’s enjoyment and feeling of presence in different 

game worlds. In a user survey conducted by Sander Huiberts called the Pretty Ugly 

Gamesound Study (PUGS) Huiberts draws the conclusion that “most players acknowledge 

the enhancing influence of audio on immersion.” The study showed that diegetic sounds that 

represented characters and objects that the players interacted with gave the players a certain 

feeling of “presence” (Huiberts, 2010). In a paper written by Skalski (Skalski, et al., 2010) 

different kinds of image and sound qualities as well as the usage of surround sound was 

compared to deduce how image and sound affected enjoyment when playing video games. 

Their results showed that surround sound gave a significantly higher player enjoyment, 

while normal image and sound quality was less important, and indeed in their conclusion 

they state that sound was a much bigger factor in giving the players a sense of presence and 

had a bigger role in player’s enjoyment than they previously expected.  

The International Society for Presence Research defines presence as “A psychological state or 

subjective perception in which even though part or all of an individual's current experience is 

generated by and/or filtered through human-made technology, part or all of the individual's 

perception fails to accurately acknowledge the role of the technology in the experience.” 

(International Society for Presence Research, 2000), which is the definition that will be used 

in this thesis. 

In this thesis, different approaches to creating reverberation was used together with a visual 

reference in the form of a playable prototype which was presented to players. An explanation 

of what reverberation is together with what kinds of reverbs that were tested and how it 

relates to relevant research will be elaborated on below.  

2.1 What is reverberation? 

Reverberation can be described as a large number of sound reflections that decays over time 

as the sound gets absorbed in the space it reverberates in. It gives the listener information of 

what kind of room or space the sound is produced in.  

When a sound is made in an enclosed space three different types of sound field types are 

most often generated within it (Huber & Runstein, 2010, p. 69). These are direct sound, 

early reflections, as well as reverberation (or late reflections) (Huber & Runstein, 2010, pp. 

69-70).  
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Figure 1 Depicted above are the three different sound field types. The star represents a 

sound source and the arrows the sound waves. 

‘Direct sound’ is the sound waves that takes the shortest path to the listener and arrives at 

the listener’s ear first. These early sound waves help the listener to determine the sound 

source’s location and size (Huber & Runstein, 2010, p. 70). The sound waves that bounce off 

the most reflective surfaces are called ‘early reflections’ and generally arrive at the ear less 

than 50 milliseconds after the direct sound is perceived. The time between perceiving the 

direct sound and the beginning of the early reflections also gives information to the listener 

about the size of the room. Reflections that continue to randomly bounce around in a room 

(and can often be heard after the original sound source has stopped) are called 

‘reverberation’. The length of these reflections can vary depending on the room, and the time 

it takes for a reverberant sound to decrease to 60 dB of its original amplitude is called ‘decay 

time’ (Huber & Runstein, 2010, p. 71). A long decay time will give the listener the impression 

that the room is very big, while a short reverb time can give the listener the impression that 

the space is more compact (Gottlieb, 2007, p. 41). Decay time is determined by the room’s 

absorption characteristics (called ‘absorption coefficient’). As Gottlieb (2007, p. 39) points 

out, hard surfaces such as glass, cement or ceramic tile in a room tend to reflect sound much 

better and have a higher absorption coefficient while soft surfaces such as unpolished wood, 

drapes and carpets, are described as highly absorptive and therefore have a higher 

absorption coefficient.  

In general, reverberation occurs when a series of random reflections are spaced so closely 

together that they can’t be distinguished from each other, and therefore creates a reverb. 

Depending on how long these reverberations last the listener will perceive them differently. 

A long reverb time will give the listener the impression that the room is very big, while a 

short reverb time can give the listener the impression that the space is more compact 

(Gottlieb, 2007, p. 41). 
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2.2 Reverb techniques, digital and analogue 

2.2.1 Plate, spring and impulse response reverb 

Reverb has a history in both in music as well as in video games and there are a number of 

different ways to create reverberation. Reverb types can be split into two broad categories, 

analogue and digital (White, 2006). Spring and plate reverb are two types of analogue 

reverbs that have been available the longest, and the patent for plate was registered in 1939 

(Hammond, 1939) while plate reverb started to be used in the late 50’s. Spring reverb is a 

technique based around sending a signal down a coiled spring and the recording the 

vibrations at the end of the spring. As noted by White (2006) it’s known to create a distinct 

“twang” when utilized. Plate reverb is based around sending a signal down a thin metal plate 

up to one m3 or more and making it vibrate which is then picked up by microphones to 

create a reverberated signal. Worth noting is that spring reverb does not typically produce 

much spatial character through early reflections, but rather produces a very dense and 

complex reverberation quickly (White, 2006). This occurs because early reflections are 

important in conveying a sense of room type. Plate reverb also has no real spatial character 

but is focused more on its tone, which can be described as ‘metallic’ (White, 2006).  

To recreate a realistic reverb an impulse response of a room can be used in conjunction with 

a convolution reverb. The impulse response can be generated in several different ways, and 

can be generated digitally or recorded in a room. An impulse response of a room can be a 

sine wave sweep or a sharp transient that is played within the room. The sine wave sweep or 

transient is then recorded from the position within the room that the reverb is to be captured 

from (Nair, 2012). When a signal is sent through a convolution reverb unit together with an 

impulse response or plugin it combines both the original sound signal together with the 

impulse response. This creates a signal that is altered and has the same acoustic properties 

as the room in which the impulse response was recorded from. A realistic impulse response 

differs from analogue techniques such as plate and spring in the way that it can be used to 

represent the sound properties of a real room, instead of just simulating the general effect of 

reverberation. An impulse response can be made using any artificial reverb unit as well, and 

is not limited to physical spaces. The same principles are applied as with recording a realistic 

impulse response, and the impulse response created can be used in the same plugins as the 

realistic impulse response. 

2.2.2 Convolution reverb and reverb implementation in game engines 

Convolution reverb is used to simulate different acoustic properties of reverbs and a 

common use for it is to simulate real spaces (White, 2006), but it can also be used to 

simulate most hardware or software reverb units. In the past this was a problem to simulate 

in real time and required dedicated hardware units due to processing limitations. Today 

convolution reverb can be run in real time, for example by using middleware such as FMOD 

(Firelight Technologies, 2016) which can be implemented in existing game engines such as 

Unity (Unity Technologies, 2016). Worth noting is that FMOD and Unity has at the time of 

writing this paper no support for hardware units such as a spring or plate reverb, but the 

effect of these reverbs can be simulated using the impulse response technique together with 

a convolution plugin. 
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2.3 Previous research on audio environments 

In a previous study done by Cabrera (Cabrera, et al., 2005) auditory room size perception 

was compared to determine how room size was perceived between different models of real 

room reflection and simulated reverberation. Room volume, listener-source distance and 

reverberation time were the parameters that were compared in the experiments that were 

conducted. This study used three different experiments. The first one was based on 

computer simulated model of a real reverberation chamber. Three different volumes of 

rooms where used (31 m3, 249 m3, 1997 m3) each given three reverberation times (0.5 

seconds (s.), 1 s. and 2 s.). For each room volume, three different listener-source positions 

were used together with the stimuli for the experiment. The stimuli used were a phrase of 

speech recorded in an anechoic room, which was repeated once to the listener. Results from 

the first experiment indicated that reverberation time has the strongest effect on room size 

perception, while actual room size and listener-source position also had the effect of making 

the room feel bigger although in a less extent than reverberation time (Cabrera, et al., 2005). 

In the second experiment a real room was used, the room was 130 m3, with reverberation 

time controlled by adding or removing sound absorbing material. Three different 

reverberation times where used, each at 0.6 s. 2.1 s. and 5.1 s. respectively. A recording of the 

same speech from the previous experiment was played on a loudspeaker and picked up with 

a KEMAR dummy head equipped with binaural microphones. Three different listener-source 

distances where used (0.9 meters (m.), 2.7m. and 5.1m). Results from this experiment 

showed just like the first experiment that reverberation time had the strongest effect on 

making the room feel bigger, while listener-source distance had a lesser effect. 

The third experiment was conducted in an auditorium (specifically the Michael Fowler 

Center, in Wellington, New Zealand) with a volume of 25,000 m3 where room size and 

reverberation time was not compared at all. Rather the effect of perceived room size relative 

to the position in the auditorium was compared. The same speech phrase from the previous 

experiments was played from a loudspeaker at the center of the stage and different 

microphone positions were used at the different positions in the auditorium. From this 

experiment the results showed that there was some relation between perceived room size 

and listener-source distance, and that when physical distance between source and listener 

lessened the room size, and consequently felt smaller.  

The conclusion from these three experiments showed that reverberation time had a 

pronounced effect on how listeners perceived the room size. It also showed that early-to-late 

energy ratios were important to the perceived room size. Also worth noting is that there was 

little to no difference in perceived size between computer modelled rooms and binaural 

reproductions of a real room. 

In another study by Larsson (Larsson, et al., 2008) with the expressed purpose to explore 

“the influence of room acoustic cues on the sense of presence within an auditory virtual 

environment” and “[…] we also aim at exploring whether consistency between sound 

information and sound spatialization is a prerequisite for high presence”. In this study room 

acoustics was simulated by Head Related Transfer Function (HRTFs) as well as Binaural 

Room Impulse Response. The participants were subjected to playback of different recordings 

of sound effects as well as pink noise within simulated audio environments. These recordings 

also varied in their movement, as some were stationary and some panned around in the 

simulated environment. The results showed that sound sources that where still had a much 
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higher degree of presence among its subjects compared to moving sounds and artificial 

sounds. It was also determined that room acoustics had a statistically higher increase in the 

study’s presence rating among participants.  

2.4 IEZA 

For this thesis the IEZA framework designed by van Tol & Huiberts (2008) was used to 

categorize sounds. IEZA is a framework for game audio design and consists of four basic 

categories: Interface, Effect, Zone and Affect. These also fall under two main sub categories, 

non-diegetic and diegetic sounds. Michel Chion describes in the book Audio Vision how 

diegetic sounds are sounds present or produced in a particular scene, while non-diegetic 

sounds are sounds that are not present in the world that they inhabit (Chion, 1994) (which 

include but are not limited to music and in the case for game’s user interface/menu sounds). 

In the IEZA framework the two diegetic categories are Effect and Zone. Effect is basically all 

sounds that are diegetic and are produced by sound sources that are present in the game 

world. These can be character specific sounds, speech by characters in the scene and other 

sound effects by objects in the scene. The Zone category consists of sounds that can be 

described as ambient sounds in a scene. The article specifically uses general city noise and 

jungle sounds as examples of sounds that are categorized as Zone-sounds (van Tol & 

Huiberts, 2008, p. 3). The two non-diegetic categories consist of the Interface and Affect 

categories. Interface sounds are sounds that are connected to the games HUD (heads-up 

display) or user interface and are not part of the game world. These sounds are usually the 

game’s menus but can also be sounds that are in any way connected to the game’s user 

interface. Affect sounds are sounds that are tied to expressing the non-diegetic sound 

elements of a game environment. Here music and horror sound effects are used as examples 

of sounds that are placed in this category (van Tol & Huiberts, 2008). 

For this thesis sounds from the Effect and Zone category was primarily used. This is mostly 

because the thesis focused on the effect that different kinds of reverbs has on a player, and 

since Affect and Interface are both described as being outside of the game world, and 

therefore was not relevant. 
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3 Problem specification 

This research paper explores the uses for spring and plate reverb techniques in games and in 

what way the unique audial characteristics of plate and spring reverb enhance (or detract) 

from an overall game experience. To assist in answering this a short gameplay demo was 

presented to players (see: method statement) where a game environment used spring, plate 

and a realistic room impulse response separately. Reverb in games often tries to reflect the 

game environment as accurately as possible, but as White (2006) points out, plate reverb has 

a lack of spatial character but a recognizable tone. Can this recognizable tone create a unique 

audial identity for a game, while simultaneously feel fitting by players experiencing it? 

Collins (2008, p. 149) argues that reverb can create a “softer, dreamier feeling” when used as 

an effect in games. Earlier research displayed that the most important factor for perceived 

room size is reverberation time. Actual room size, listener-source position and method of 

reverberation were less important. Previous research also highlighted how room acoustics 

were important for a higher presence in a game. Is this feeling of presence still retained with 

spring and plate reverb techniques, and how do they perform when compared with an 

impulse response of an actual room? The research question is as follows: 

 How do players respond to spring and plate reverb compared to a realistic impulse 

response reverb in a modern sci-fi game setting? 

o In what ways will players feel that the unique audial characteristics of plate 

and spring reverb enhance (or detract) from the experience?  

Michel Chion points out that “the more reverberant the sound, the more it tends to express 

the space that contains it. The deader it is, the more it tends to refer to its material source” 

(Chion, 1994, p. 79). The research presented explores how accurate spring and reverb 

express the space that the players are in and how players in the game environment perceive 

their more aesthetic qualities. As Gottlieb (2007, p. 38) describes early recording music, 

when bands used to be recorded with a single microphone the sound characteristics of the 

room was important to shape the overall sound. Spring and plate are not based on any real 

room characteristics, but can they help shape the sound characteristics of a game in a similar 

vein? Results from this research could provide a reference point to anyone interested in 

using spring and plate reverb and provide some guidelines as to how they may be 

implemented in a game. It could also give examples as to how players perceive and react to 

spring and plate reverb being used in games. The research could therefore also be interesting 

to sound designers who want to give their game an overall more unique sonic identity, and 

want a reference point as to how players react to plate and spring reverb techniques. 

3.1 Method statement 

To help answer the research question a free sample project was used, which was acquired 

from the Unity Asset Store. Specifically, the game Unity Labs developed by Unity 

Technologies (2015). In this game, a player walks around in a third person perspective in an 

abandoned space station. All sounds produced by the game were tied to the IEZA model (van 

Tol & Huiberts, 2008), where specifically Effect sounds was used together with a limited 

amount of Zone sounds. From Unity Labs three different methods of reverberation were 

made available to players at the start of the game. An impulse response from a spring reverb, 

a plate reverb and a real room was used in FMOD’s convolution reverb plugin. These reverbs 
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were implemented into the game using reverb zones. A reverb zone is basically a zone that 

makes all sounds that are played within them have a reverb attached to them. The players 

played the game for 75 seconds per reverb type, after which the game resets with a new 

reverb type attached to it. The order at which reverb type that’s used in the game and are 

presented to players was randomized in order to prevent results that might be skewed due to 

players learning their way around the game.  

This study was only carried out on people over 13 years of age, even though the prototype did 

not contain anything else but a character that walks around a space station the nature of the 

sound or the suspense might be a problem for younger children. 

3.1.1 Method of investigation 

For the research investigation the study used a quantitative method of gathering data. 

Players were provided with a playable prototype together with a questionnaire that was 

answered afterwards. The questions were a combination of nominal and ordinal data 

depending on the question. There were also questions with specific choices, such as when 

asking which of the three different versions of the game they preferred. Therefore, an 

abstract identifier was given to each version to help separate them. Version 1 was spring 

reverb, version 2 was plate reverb and version 3 was the realistic natural reverb. There are 

several advantages to using a survey, mostly to get a wide and inclusive coverage of the 

opinions of participants without the need for anyone to be supervise participants 

(Denscombe, 1998, p. 6).  

The problems in using quantitative surveys in this research could be that the questions are 

not answered in full, and that the conclusions drawn from the participants answers and the 

overall result of the study could be skewed by the researcher. Indeed, as Denscombe (1998, 

p. 259) points out,  

 

“Statistical significance does not necessarily imply social significance. The researcher 

needs to be wary of mixing the two senses of ‘significance’. Statistical significance 

only relates to the amount of confidence we have that the findings we obtained were 

not the product of pure chance. It does not automatically imply that the findings are 

‘important’. That is something to be shown elsewhere by other means.” (Denscombe, 

1998, p. 259)  

 

Denscombe (1998, p. 264) points out that a couple of advantages from a quantitative study 

are their tendency to be more scientific and that the results are easier to measure. The 

subject matter might be harder to interpret in a qualitative study due to the subject matters 

subjectivity. Another issue that is inherent with a qualitative study is a simplification of the 

results, which presents a risk for inconsistencies and ambiguities and the need for alternate 

explanations (Denscombe, 1998, p. 282). Because the subject matter (sound design) is the 

main discipline of the researcher, a risk of bundling up the data collected together with the 

‘self’ of the researcher was kept in mind during the thesis. This means that the researchers 

own beliefs, background and identity might affect the analysis of any qualitative data. A 

quantitative method counter-acts this by being by its nature easier to interpret and being 

more data driven and straightforward in its analysis.  

In the prototype three different methods for reverb was used (spring, plate and a room 

impulse response), and each complete session of the game took a total of 3 minutes and 45 
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seconds. The reason for letting players experience all three different types of reverbs in one 

sessions is to let every participant have a reference point when they are comparing the three 

different methods in the questionnaire. When playing the game and participating in the 

study a pair of headphones was mandatory in order to minimize the variables in the 

experiment and exclude any outside sound disturbances to participants.  

Participants with at least some past gaming experience were preferred in the study. This is so 

it wasn’t necessary to explain basic terminology and the basics of video games. The study 

group was mainly people who normally enjoy video games to some degree. One problem 

with using participants who are used to playing video games on a regular basis might be that 

the results can be one sided and only represent one group, which might not reflect the 

average video game player. On the other hand, using a subject group that is too varied might 

also not be representative but as previously stated it is important for the study that basic 

game terminology and control method does not need to be explained before playing the 

game. This is so participants can focus on the audio in a relaxed manner without being 

overwhelmed by how to play the game. One issue with having too broad of a group and too 

many participants might be data overload, that large volumes of data, which might present 

too many factors and variables to consider, which might increase the complexity of the study 

(Denscombe, 1998, p. 264). In the study a total of 28 people participated, with 26 of 

participants answers being used because two participants didn’t use headphones. Having a 

homogenous group was also a risk for this study, and an effort to even out the gender 

balance of the participants was made so that the study covers as many perspectives as 

possible. Even if past gaming experience is preferred among participants the group within 

that classification should at least be varied. One issue with participants that have knowledge 

about reverb and sound design are that the results for this research group might not reflect 

what the average player might experience. In the questionnaire past sound design experience 

was asked, and therefore it will be easy to separate these participants if necessary. Sound 

designers were not excluded from the test however, and were allowed to participate 

normally.  

Before the experiment the participants were notified that they were testing the game’s audio, 

but not in what way. This is so participants were ready for what to pay attention to during 

the first play through, instead of noticing the change between the first and second play 

through. The sequence in which the reverbs were used in the scene was completely 

randomized, with a number for each version displayed prominently so the player knew 

which version is tested. In the questionnaire three different version numbers were used, this 

was done to minimize confusion when the data was analysed. Version 1 was spring, version 2 

was plate and version 3 was the realistic and natural impulse response reverb, and the order 

in which these are presented was randomized for each session. When playing the game, the 

players was allowed to walk around for 75 seconds, after which the game resets the player’s 

position to its original starting point but this time with a different reverb technique applied 

until all three were presented, in which the game showed a text that notified participants 

that the study was over. The questions used in the research were based around statements on 

the experience that the participants then get to grade. There were also two questions were 

participants checked boxes for the mood they felt fitting within the scene, as well as what 

adjectives that could be used to describe the general sound environment in the game. The 

words chosen for the mood answer boxes were based around themes that felt fitting to the 

sci-fi genre. The adjective based answer boxes were mostly based on opposite pairings of 

words. The pairing were; realistic – stylized. Metallic – wooden. Bouncy – dead. Large – 
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small. Dark – bright. Wet – dry. Normal – weird. Airy and futuristic were not opposites but 

felt fitting within the sci-fi theme. Sparkling was chosen in order to be an alternative to 

“bright” in case clarification were needed in that particular pairing. The questions provided 

in the questionnaire were as follows: 

 How old are you? 

o 13 – 18 

o 19 – 25 

o 26 – 45 

o 46+ 

 What gender do you identify yourself as? 

o Male 

o Female 

o Other 

 Did you use headphones when playing the prototype? 

o (Yes-No) 

 How many days a week do you typically play video games?  

o (1 day - 5 days or more) 

 Are you a sound designer, or have your worked with sound design during a 

significant time? 

o (Yes-No) 

 Describe the audio for each version in as few words as possible 

o Text answer box for each version 

 Which version of the game’s audio did you prefer?  

o (Version 1 – version 3) 

o Optional answer box (In what way?) 

 Did any versions audio feel ill-fitting or not connected to the environment?  

o (Version 1 – version 3) 

o Optional answer box (In what way?) 

 Which version of the game did you feel that the audio represented the environment 

best? 

o (Version 1 – version 3) 

o Optional answer box (In what way?) 

 Did any of the versions enhance your experience in any way? 

o (Yes-No) 

o (Version 1 – Version 3) 

o Optional answer box (In what way?) 

 Did you feel as if version 1 and version 2 stood out from version 3 in any way? 

o (Yes-No) 

 Did version 3 feel more realistic than version 1 and version 2? 

o (Yes-No) 

 Did you feel as if the general mood of the game changed between the versions? 

o (Yes-No) 

 Did version 1 feel unrealistic? 

o (Yes-No) 

 Follow up question: Did it bother you? 

 (Yes-No) 
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 Did version 2 feel unrealistic? 

o (Yes-No) 

 Follow up question: Did it bother you? 

 (Yes-No) 

 Did version 3 feel unrealistic? 

o (Yes-No) 

 Follow up question: Did it bother you? 

 (Yes-No) 

 Describe the mood you got from each version of the game in as few words as possible 

o Text answer box for each version.  

 Check the boxes (multiple answers allowed) that you feel fit the description of the 

general mood or atmosphere for version 1 

o Scary 

o Calm 

o Suspenseful 

o Mysterious 

o Alien 

o Colorful 

o Bleak 

o Peaceful 

o Gloomy 

 Check the boxes (multiple answers allowed) that you feel fit the description of the 

general mood or atmosphere for version 2 

o Scary 

o Calm 

o Suspenseful 

o Mysterious 

o Alien 

o Colorful 

o Bleak 

o Peaceful 

o Gloomy 

 Check the boxes (multiple answers allowed) that you feel fit the description of the 

general mood or atmosphere for version 3 

o Scary 

o Calm 

o Suspenseful 

o Mysterious 

o Alien 

o Colorful 

o Bleak 

o Peaceful 

o Gloomy 

 Check the boxes (multiple answers allowed) for the adjectives you would use to 

describe the general sound environment in version 1 

o Realistic 

o Stylized 

o Metallic 
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o Bouncy 

o Dead 

o Airy 

o Wooden 

o Large 

o Small 

o Futuristic 

o Dark 

o Bright 

o Sparkling 

o Wet 

o Dry 

o Normal 

o Weird 

 Check the boxes (multiple answers allowed) for the adjectives you would use to 

describe the general sound environment in version 2 

o Realistic 

o Stylized 

o Metallic 

o Bouncy 

o Dead 

o Airy 

o Wooden 

o Large 

o Small 

o Futuristic 

o Dark 

o Bright 

o Sparkling 

o Wet 

o Dry 

o Normal 

o Weird 

 Check the boxes (multiple answers allowed) for the adjectives you would use to 

describe the general sound environment in version 3 

o Realistic 

o Stylized 

o Metallic 

o Bouncy 

o Dead 

o Airy 

o Wooden 

o Large 

o Small 

o Futuristic 

o Dark 

o Bright 

o Sparkling 
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o Wet 

o Dry 

o Normal 

o Weird 
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4 The prototype 

4.1 Prototype description 

The prototype that was used in this study is a modification of an already existing sample 

project called Unity Labs (Unity Technologies, 2015). Permission to use this sample project 

for non-commercial use was granted by a Unity Technologies representative through email. 

FMOD (Firelight Technologies, 2016) was used to implement the audio. Permission to use 

FMOD is granted for educational and non-commercial use. In the prototype three different 

techniques for producing reverb are presented to players in the game in a random order. 

These reverbs are: spring, plate and a realistic impulse response reverb.  

The game takes place in a space station, and in the prototype the player controls a character 

in third person. An effort was made to limit the scope of the experiment, some doors and 

passageways that can be passed through by the player in the default project were disabled in 

the prototype for this study. In the prototype the player starts out in a control center, which 

has two ways of exiting into a bigger main hall. In the hall there are three passageways into a 

smaller corridor. The player can’t progress into any other areas and after three minutes the 

player’s position is reset to its original position, but with the reverb type changed. After all 

three reverb types have been tested by the player, the game shows a text which signals that 

the experiment is over. To implement all of the audio FMOD (Firelight Technologies, 2016) 

was used. FMOD was used in order to minimize coding in Unity and to add more 

functionality to the audio implementation, such as the ability to use mixer snapshots to 

change mixer settings depending on which room the player is in. A snapshot is way to save 

different mixer settings in FMOD. Mixer snapshots were used to alter the volume of certain 

reverbs depending on which area the player was in, and to alter the volume for the reverb 

types used in the experiment after three minutes of testing by the players. 

4.2 Prototype building 

The work process for putting together the prototype for this experiment can be split into two 

main categories: The modification and implementation of code in Unity Labs in the Unity 

game engine, as well as the sound design portion which was done in FMOD. The main 

approach when building the prototype was to strive for an implementation that could be 

used in a commercial game, and therefore some sound design choices were made when 

coding in Unity. One example was the choice to implement two different reverb zones, which 

change the decay time depending on if the player is in a smaller corridor or in a bigger hall. 

Using different reverb settings to simulate bigger or smaller spaces is a common approach in 

games, and as such this was added to bring the projects sound design closer to how it may 

have been implemented in a commercial game. No original sounds were recorded for the 

project, and was deemed unnecessary since the game already had sound files available for 

every sound event used in the prototype. The sound design portion was instead focused on 

the overall sound of the different reverbs. 

4.2.1 Unity implementation 

The first step of the project was to modify the already existing project and disable all of the 

existing functions that was unnecessary for the study. The scope of the project was limited by 

denying access to selected areas in the game. The areas available to the player are now the 
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control room, the main hall and a corridor that connects to the main hall. The reason for 

limiting the area in the prototype was that having the other areas open would result in much 

more sound sources and therefore increasing the amount of implementation needed. An 

increased amount of sounds wasn’t crucial for the goal of the study. A smaller area was also 

favored due to the limited time that players had exploring the areas in the game. The second 

component that was disabled was the games objective system. Having the original 

progression system in the game might interfere with testing and could also enable players to 

visit the blocked areas and introduce unwanted technical bugs. 

 

Figure 2 The picture above shows the area available to players inside the red outlines, 

and where the corridor and hall reverb zones are used in the game. 

When adding the FMOD sound triggers for each event, such as the footstep sound or the 

jump sound in Unity a decision was made to reuse as much code as possible from the 

original Unity Labs project. The default project uses the Unity 5 built-in sound system to 

produce sound that couldn’t be used with FMOD. Therefore, each sound event in the 

prototype had to be re-added to the games code. Adding the FMOD sound triggers to Unity 

consisted of finding where all the default projects sounds where originally triggered from in 

the code and replacing it with FMOD code.  

After the size of the area available to players had been decreased, two main areas were 

identified, two corridors and a hall. In order to bring the sound implementation closer to 

what would be featured in a commercial game a method was developed to be able to 

recognize when the player entered the different areas. This was later used to switch between 

different mixer settings in FMOD to change the decay time for the reverb types. The decision 

to change the reverb settings for the two different areas was made due to the different 

physical characteristics of the different rooms. To achieve this difference, the player can pass 

through two collision boxes depending on which room they are passing into, these collision 

boxes have the ability to run a function inside of them, which was later coupled with 
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functionality inside FMOD to change the mixer snapshot settings to a hall or corridor reverb 

setting.  

 

Figure 3 “A” shows the collision box for the corridor reverb, “B” shows the collision box 

for hall reverb. 

The last functionality added in the prototype was a script that resets the character’s position 

to the player’s original starting position after a set amount of time. This script also switches 

between the types of reverbs (spring, plate and realistic). The order in which these reverbs 

are presented to players also had to be randomized. In order to create this random function 

an array with three different values that represent the different reverb types was used. In 

programming, an array is a collection of values in a list that can be used to store data. Each 

reverb type had one of three values assigned to them, each corresponding to spring, plate 

and realistic impulse response reverb. A Fisher-Yates shuffle was used to randomize the 

contents of the array. Fisher-Yates is a common algorithm in programming, and it was 

chosen over coding a custom randomization algorithm due to the risk of biased results in the 

randomization (Nedrich, 2014 ). After the values in the array are shuffled, the index of the 

array is checked consecutively until it runs out of values and the experiment concludes. 

 

Figure 4 A graphic example of how the array was set-up before being shuffled. 
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4.2.2 Sound design & FMOD implementation 

The sound implementation consisted of adding the existing audio assets from the Unity Labs 

project into FMOD, as well as adding the impulse response files into the convolution reverb 

plugin for all three reverb types. No new sound assets were recorded for the project. This was 

deemed appropriate due to the nature of the study being to test the stylistic choices of 

reverbs and not the sounds by themselves. In the prototype there are two different areas 

(corridor and hall), which need different settings on each reverb. As noted by Cabrera, et al 

(2005) the biggest impact on perceived room size was reverb time. A decision was therefore 

made to increase the decay time for each reverb in the bigger area. Therefore, each reverb 

type has a decay time of 2 s. for the corridor reverb zone, and 5 s. for the hall reverb zone. 

The sound events were split into the effect and zone categories based on the IEZA model. 

The following sound events were the sounds that were used in the prototype. 

 Footstep (effect) 

 Character jump (effect) 

 Character land (effect) 

 Door opening (effect) 

 Door closing (effect) 

 Ambiance (zone) 

Note that the footstep is only one type of footstep sound, which does not change depending 

on the material that the player steps on (something that was featured in the default Unity 

Labs project).  The decision to have only one type of footstep was made in order to help 

players focus on how the overall sound of the scene changes between each reverb type. 

Instead of increasing the amount of sound assets and risk confusing players, there’s more of 

a focus on how the assets change between the different reverb types. All sounds in the effect 

category were altered with the change in reverb type, while the zone category is unaffected 

over all three different reverb types. An effort was made to include the zone category with the 

changes in reverb, but it was deemed unnecessary when no audible difference could be heard 

with the reverb switches. 

The impulse responses for spring and plate reverb were based on impulse responses of 

hardware units, instead of any simulated spring and plate reverb. This was done in order to 

make the experiment easier to reproduce, as well as to make the study more standardized.  

The impulse responses chosen where: 

 EMT 140 plate reverb unit 

o 2 s. decay time 

o 5s. decay time 

 AKG BX-22E spring reverb unit 

o 2s. decay time 

o 5s. decay time 

For the realistic impulse response two different impulse responses were chosen: 

 Innocent Railway Tunnel (Open Air, 2013) 

o 2s. decay time 

 R1 Nuclear Reactor Hall (Open Air, 2006) 
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o 5s. decay time 

The decision to use two different reverbs for the realistic reverb type instead of just 

increasing the decay time of one of them was made in order to make this reverb type as 

realistic sounding as possible. The two realistic impulse responses were captured from two 

different locations; these locations were taken into consideration due to their physical 

properties being similar to the areas that they were used for in the prototype. An effort was 

also made to match the decay time of the plate and spring reverb versions in order to stay 

consistent. All of the impulse responses used were stereo recordings. 

The convolution reverb plugin in FMOD has no further settings to alter the impulse response 

files, and the impulse responses were not altered in any way before usage. The mixer was set-

up so each sound that was to be altered by a reverb was put under a group track. This group 

track was thereafter sent as sends to the different reverb types.  

 

Figure 5 This image shows how the group “In-Game Sound” was set-up so the signal 

can be run through each of the different reverb types. 

To enable the game to switch between spring, plate and realistic impulse responses in 

FMOD, as well as changing between the short and long decay time of each, mixer snapshots 

were used. Mixer snapshots are used in FMOD to alter the mixer settings. This was used in 

the prototype to switch how much signal that is being sent through each reverb.  
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Figure 6 This image shows the “Plate” mixer snapshot being active, which alters how 

much signal is being sent through the reverbs. 

The reverb types were also grouped in FMOD in order to be able to switch between corridor 

and hall reverbs. Otherwise both the corridor and hall impulse responses would be playing at 

the same time.  

 

Figure 7 This image how the “Corridor” and “Hall” mixer snapshots alter the faders for 

the “Corridor” and “Hall” group tracks. 
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5 Evaluation 

The purpose of this thesis was to determine how players respond to spring and plate reverb 

compared to a realistic impulse response reverb, and also in what way the unique audial 

characteristics of plate and spring reverb enhance (or detract) the overall game experience. 

In this part, the results from the research and analysis will be presented. The method used to 

collect data was a quantitative method based on a survey that was to be filled out after a 

short gameplay prototype was completed. After some evaluations and feedback received of 

the prototype and survey a couple of changes were made before the prototype and survey 

was sent out. The reverb switch time was set to 75 seconds that was originally going to be 

three minutes. This change was made due to an early test group having problems recalling 

what each version sounded like after the prototype was completed. A question regarding the 

usage of headphones during the gameplay session was also added, due to the conditions for 

the experiment seen under the chapter "Method of investigation” (3.1.1).  

5.1 Presentation of research 

Because the research method used was quantitative, a survey was created using Google 

Forms. The amount and variety of the data collected was quite large. In order to save time 

and avoid any complications from handling the data manually all of the participants answers 

were exported from Google Forms to an excel document. This made the creation of graphs 

and other visual representations easier. The excel document also allowed the text answers to 

be copied and pasted instead of being manually copied. Before the survey a set of 

instructions for participating in the study correctly was made available which the 

participants were instructed to read before participating. The study was conducted remotely, 

and the prototype was downloaded and played by participants without supervision. Besides 

the practical steps for downloading and playing the prototype two pre-requisites were made 

clear to participants in the instructions; only persons 13 and over were allowed to participate 

and that participants must use headphones when playing. In the instructions it was also 

made clear that the purpose of the game and survey was to test the audio. Participants were 

not informed that the purpose was to test the reverb. In total 28 people participated. In the 

beginning of the survey participants were asked to fill out age and gender, how many days 

per week they typically play video games, if they were a sound designer and/or had worked 

with sound previously and if they used headphones or not. The rest of the questions related 

to the experience that the participants had in the game prototype. When the participants 

were playing the prototype each version was set to a specific number. Version 1 was using 

spring reverb, version 2 was using plate reverb and version 3 was the realistic natural reverb. 

The order of the reverbs in the game was randomized for each play session to eliminate the 

possibility that presentation order might have on the players. It was never mentioned in the 

survey which version was using which reverb, but for the purpose of making the results more 

readable each version will be written out instead of just showing version numbers.  Out of 

the 28 who participated, two of them stated that they did not use headphones. These 

participant’s answers were excluded from the study entirely, in order to follow the guidelines 

for the study specified under "Method of investigation” (3.1.1).  
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A majority of participants were aged between 19-25 (69%), while the rest were between the 

ages of 26-45. The participants were mostly male (81%), with the rest identifying themselves 

as females. A majority of applicants (73%) were not sound designers or had not worked with 

sound design previously. 

  

 

26

2

Did you use headphones when playing the game?

Yes

No

27%

73%

Are you a sound designer, or have your worked with sound 
design during a significant time previously?

Yes No

81%

19%

What gender do you 
indentify yourself as?

Male Female

69%

31%

How old are you?

19 - 25 26 - 45
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The question regarding the participant’s video game habits showed that a majority (64%) 

plays video games five or more days a week, none of the participants said they play no games 

at all on a typical week. 

 

First in the study, participants were asked to briefly describe each version of the game in as 

few words as possible. Each version was described separately, and participants were 

instructed to describe each version as briefly as possible.  

Describe the audio for each version in as few words as possible 

Spring 

R1: the sound had a good variation. Felt realistic 

R2: ett mjukar ljud 

R3: A bit empty and out of place 

R4: Powerful 

R5: Liten rumsklang, känns smått instängt. Stort rum saknar reflektioner. 

R6: Spacious. 

R7: Like a bath-house (big room) - high frequency reverb? 

R8: Footsteps 

R9: clean 

R10: high pitched? 

R11: Distinctly frontfoot sound 

R12: Squeeky shoes. 

R13: Mindre ljud än förväntat 

R14: Weak bass in the footsteps, regular ambient sounds. 

R15: Like walking and jumping on metal 

R16: öppet, eko, tyckte att jag hörde mer "ljusa" ljud, t.ex. gnisslandet av när skorna tog i golvet etc. 

R17: Echoing 

R18: Echoey, sort of high-pitched 

4% 8% 12% 12%

64%

0

5

10

15

20

0 1 2 3 4 5 +

How many days a week do you typically play video games?
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R19: No echoes, stern noice. Does not feel like the environment we're situationed in. 

R20: Metallic, low eco 

R21: footsteps where realistic but the jump sound was pretty sketchy 

R22: metallic, slightly too loud/harsh 

R23: Very poorly times footsteps and jumping sounds, goes for all of them. Sounded like crap 

R24: Loud footsteps, lacking ambience 

R25: Much reverb 

R26: Vissa ljud bröts av, torr. 

Plate 

R1: all sounds were very close to my ears. Not realistic. 

R2: Ekoigt 

R3: A bit too much echo 

R4: Odd 

R5: Stor rumsklang och reflektioner i alla rum. Stort rum har stora reflektioner. Jobbigt i längden. 

R6: The space of the area conveyed by the sound didn't match up to how it looked. It sounded like this very 

large empty area with quite a bit of echo, where as that's not how I'd imagine it to be. 

R7: Like there was somebody else on the second floor mimicking my movements. - weird echo 

R8: Footsteps 

R9: reverbs, thin 

R10: a lot of ambient sound 

R11: Distinctly backfoot sound 

R12: Sounded a bit dull. 

R13: Överdrivna ekon 

R14: Alot of bass in the footsteps, regular ambient sounds. 

R15: Like walking on stone 

R16: instängt, dovt, ekande, kändes som att det skulle passa i ett spel där man går i trånga metallkorridorer, 

passade inte riktigt in i den miljön som man utforskade i det här fallet. 

R17: Stale 

R18: Less echoey than #1 

R19: Liked this one the best. Seems like a balance of noice. Kinda feels lika a spacestation of sorts 

R20: Muffled sound less metallic. 

R21: footsteps felt a bit more sketchy 
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R22: a bit flat 

R23: Too much echo added to the poor timing. 

R24: Same as version 1 

R25: Ver much reverb 

R26: Högljudd, konstant mycket reverb, bumlig. 

Natural 

R1: sounded like nr. 1. 

R2: osäker 

R3: Better, the sound felt more sutied for the environment 

R4: Gentle 

R5: Ingen rumsklang i korridorer. Klaustrofobiskt och smått orealistiskt. 

R6: Stiff, rigid. 

R7: Like an empty indoor basketball court (in the big room). - mid frequency reverb? 

R8: Footsteps 

R9: Echoes 

R10: short 

R11: More even across the foot 

R12: Good echoes in the large room. 

R13: Skiljer på korridor och sal 

R14: A realistic balance of bass in the footsteps, regular ambient sounds. 

R15: Musical, like a predetermined beat 

R16: dovare, men med lite eko så att man känner rumslighet. Passade till miljön 

R17: Boring 

R18: Lower pitched, least distracting 

R19: Very similar to the second one I thought. A bit to hollow perhaps. 

R20: Big eco, almost like playing basketball in a empty teater. 

R21: in this version i felt that the footsteps where worst 

R22: realistic 

R23: The least terrible of them, but still distracting from anything else. Less echo though. 

R24: Reverb doesn't correlate to room size 

R25: Less reverb 
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R26: Dynamiskt reverb, vissa ljud bröts av, flanger. 

 

Participants showed a preference for the natural reverb with 46% of the participants 

preferring it, with the spring being the second favorite reverb at 39%. The least preferable 

reverb type was plate with 15% of the participants preferring it. There was however, a shift 

when participants were asked which version they felt represented the environment best, with 

more participants feeling that natural and plate representing the environment better. There 

was also an optional text box where players could describe in what way they felt that version 

fitted with the environment best. 22 out of the 26 participants filled out this text box. 

 

 

Optional: in what way did this version's audio fit the environment best? 
 
Spring 

R1: The echos, distances to noises and overall variation made most sense. 

R2: ver 1 upplevdes vara mindre tjatigt 

R6: It sounded more "natural" as I would have expected it to. It it was to some extent "unnoticeable", which I 

think is a mark of good audio effects. 

R8: I only heard footsteps 

R12: The footsteps sounded the most natural to me. The other two felt much more clunky, like he had super 

heavy wooden shoes or something. 

R20: Space, tends to be a bit flat, eco should be less in such environment. 

R24: Either the reverb wasn't noticable or it fit the rooms 

Plate 

R5: Korridorernas kala design gör att rummet bör reflektera mycket ljud. 

R9: Version 2 felt colder than the others 

39%

15%

46%

Which version of the game’s 
audio did you prefer?

Spring Plate Natural

31%

19%

50%

Which version of the game did you feel 
that the audio represented the 

environment best?

Spring Plate Natural
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R10: felt spacious 

R17: Not so much echoing but still good 

R19: Footsteps and falling-noice felt suiting for the environment. 

Natural 

R3: The change in echo was very obvious when going from the hallway into the large hall. Giving the hall a 

sense of greatness and its size 

R7: It just felt more right than the other two. 

R11: Did not take all the focus away 

R13: När man gick in i den stora salen började spelet att eka medan det inte var något eko i korridorerna. 

R14: It overall sounded like the best mix of the three versions. Version 1 was too "light" and version 2 was too 

"heavy". 

R15: It sounded like I was walking on metal which made sense diegetically considering the hallway 

R16: Gav mer rumsligthet och kändes inte som att det hörde hemma i en för liten eller för stor miljö. 

R18: The echoes felt most natural regarding the surroundings 

R25: It didn't abound you with sound, the steps where kept clean which made it easier to focus on the game. 

R26: Dynamiskt reverb, reverbet förändrades med storleken på rummet. 

 

When asked if any of the versions enhanced the players experience 58% felt that some 

version enhanced the experience, and when asked specifically which version answers were 

split almost exactly even. Note that multiple answers was allowed when asked which versions 

enhanced their play session. In order to provide further material for analysis an optional text 

answer box was provided where participants could briefly explain why they felt a certain 

version enhanced their experience. This optional text box was filled out by 13 out of 15 who 

answered “yes” and specified which versions that enhanced their game experience. 
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58%

42%

Did any of the versions 
enhance your experience in 

any way?

Yes No

 

 

Optional: In what way did it/they enhance your experience? 
 

Spring 

R1: well... sound is good for feedback. 

R15: It felt diegetically correct 

R24: Sound enhanced the feeling of being present in the game 

Plate 

R5: Immersion via realistisk ljuddesign. 

R10: made it feel more empty and desolated somehow 

R19: Felt more like I was there. Unrelaistic things in games = the feeling that "this is a game, and not real" 

Natural 

R3: The sounds felt as they belonged in that instance of the game. 

R11: It was more realistic 

R13: Ekot kändes naturligt och gjorde att man verkligen kände hur stor salen var. 

R22: the realistic/muffled audio for steps etc makes it more pleasant to play without noise distraction 

Spring + natural 

R7: I wouldn't say any enhanced the experience but 1 and 3 didn't distract from the experience. 

Plate + natural 

R14: Version 2 had a nice and juicy sound to the footsteps, but I felt like it would be annoying to hear that 

34%

33%

33%

If yes, which one(s)?

Spring Plate Natural
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during longer playsessions. Version 3 was overall a great mix, it sounded great but not to "chunky/bassy". 

Plate + spring 

R16: I version 1 störde jag mig på hur det lät när man sprang runt, främst för att jag upplevde att jag i den 

versionen hörde fotstegen extra tydligt. I version 2 lät det som om miljön som ljuden var till för var mycket 

mindre än den man upplvede, vilket ledde till att jag upplevde spelerfarenheten som mindre immersiv. 

 

Next there was a set of two questions where statements regarding the gameplay prototype 

were presented with a yes or no answer. 77% of participants agreed that the spring and plate 

version stood out from convolution. 54% also felt that the natural reverb was more realistic 

than the spring and plate versions. 

 

 

 

Participants were also asked if any of the versions felt unrealistic, and if this bothered them 

during the play testing. 58% felt that spring was unrealistic, and 76% of those felt they were 

bothered by it. 

54%

46%

Did natural feel more 
realistic than spring and 

plate?

Yes No

76%

24%

If yes, did it bother you?

Yes No

77%

23%

Did you feel as if spring 
and plate stood out from 

natural in any way?

Yes No

58%

42%

Did spring feel unrealistic 
in any way?

Yes No
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Plate was the version which participants felt the most unrealistic, which is reflected by 69% 

of the participants. This version also had the highest number of participants (86%) being 

bothered by it feeling unrealistic.  

The natural reverb felt the least unrealistic to participants, with 65% stating that it did not 

feel unrealistic in any way. It also had the lowest number of participants who were bothered 

by it if they felt it was unrealistic. 

 

When asked if the general mood changed in between versions, 65% answered no, while 35% 

said yes. Participants were also asked to check boxes for what they felt the general mood or 

atmosphere was for each version. Multiple answers were allowed, and the results show that 

participants felt the natural reverb was more “peaceful” and “calm” but also “suspenseful” 

while spring reverb felt more “bleak” than the other versions and plate being more “alien”. 

69%

31%

Did plate feel unrealistic 
in any way?

Yes No

83%

17%

If yes, did it bother you?

Yes No

35%

65%

Did natural feel unrealistic 
in any way?

Yes No

70%

30%

If yes, did it bother you?

Yes No
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Lastly participants could check boxes for the adjectives they would use to describe the 

general sound environment for each version. The biggest difference was the “realistic” and 

“normal” categories, where the natural reverb scored much higher. Players also felt that 

spring was much more “dead” than the rest of the reverbs. And while all reverbs felt 

“metallic”, plate reverb scored the highest in that category. Worth noting is that all reverb 

types felt large, and that spring reverb had a doubling in the “dry” category compared to the 

other reverb types. 

35%

65%

Did you feel as if the general mood of the game changed 
between the versions?

Yes No

2

10

6

10

4

2

12

3 3
2

10

7
8 8

2

8

4 4

1

13

9 9

6

2

7
6

3

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

Scary Calm Suspenseful Mysterious Alien Colorful Bleak Peaceful Gloomy

What words do you feel fit the description of the general 
mood or atmosphere for each version? (multiple answers 

allowed)

Spring Plate Natural
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3
2

13

4

8

2
3

9

3

8

1

4

0
1

6

0

66

2

15

2
3

1

3

11

2

8

3
2

0

3 3
2

5

12

1

10

1

3

5

3

10

3

6

1

3

0
1

3

6

1

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

What adjectives you would use to describe the general 
sound environment in each version?

Spring Plate Natural
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5.2 Analysis of research 

The goal of the study group was to have participants that reflected people who could 

potentially be playing a game not unlike how the prototype was built. All of the participants 

stated that they play games at least once a week, with a majority (64%) stating they play 

games 5 or more days a week. This shows that participants had a good grasp on video games 

and what to expect out of an average game experience. 27% of participants stated that they 

were sound designers, which might have an effect to how attentive those participants were to 

the sound of the game. However, all participants were notified that they were only testing the 

audio of the game it was not deemed a risk for the conclusion of the study. Participants of the 

study were 19% female and 81% male. Under the chapter “Method of investigation” (3.1.1) 

the relevance of having an equal gender balance is mentioned and although the study 

somewhat reflects an accurate sample of the average video game players and that gender 

balance is not crucial in any way for this study, I would personally have liked some more 

diversity in the gender balance.  

Most participants felt that the versions stood out from each other, with 77% stating that 

spring and plate stood out from the natural reverb. 58% also felt that one or more version 

enhanced their experience. This shows that most of the participants were attentive to the 

sound environment, and that there was a perceived difference in the audio between the 

versions. The results show that the natural reverb was the one that was most preferred by 

participants, who they also felt represented the environment best. Participants felt that it 

was the least unrealistic reverb, and those who felt it was unrealistic was the least bothered 

by it. When asked to select adjectives to describe the general sound environment of the 

natural reverb “realistic” and “normal” stood out the most from the rest of the reverbs. 

Spring reverb was the second most preferable reverb, and the second best at representing the 

environment of the space station. 58% of the participants felt it was unrealistic and 76% of 

those who felt it was unrealistic were bothered by it, which is a clear increase over the 

natural reverb. Participants chose “bleak” by a far bigger margin than the others when asked 

to select words that describe the mood, and “dead” stood out when asked to select words that 

describe the general sound environment. Plate reverb was by far the least preferable, with 

only 15% of participants preferring it and 19% feeling it represented the environment best. It 

was also the reverb that felt the most unrealistic to participants, with the biggest amount that 

were bothered by it. Most players felt plate was more “alien” compared to the other reverbs, 

15 out of 26 also used “metallic” to describe the general sound environment. Although spring 

and natural had 13 and 10 participants also describing them as “metallic” natural felt the 

least metallic which seems to indicate that spring and plate was perceived to reflect different 

materials in the environment and that their unique audial characteristics affected the results. 

The natural reverb also had more participants stating that they felt the mood in those 

versions were more “peaceful” and “calm”, which could also be indicative that the sound of 

spring and plate altered the mood of the scene. Worth noting however is that only 35% of 

participants feel that the general mood of the game changed between versions, which might 

be indicative that the mood changes experienced was only minor. Also worth noting is that 

even though the natural reverb was the preferred reverb type that felt the most fitting, and 

least unrealistic by participants, the amount of people stating that a certain reverb type 

enhanced their experience was split exactly evenly between the three reverb types.  

One problem with the study indicated by several of participant’s responses seems to be that 

the reverbs did not quite fit with the size of the environment in the prototype, and that the 
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reverbs were overall poorly mixed. In the description box where players could describe each 

version briefly in their own words seems to indicate that a lot of participants took issue that 

the reverbs felt too large for their environments (all of the reverbs had over ten participants 

choosing the word “large” to describe the general sound environment for each reverb). In 

particular, plate reverb was said to have too much echo. Several participants also felt that 

plate had a bit too much bass to feel correct in the environment.  

5.3 Conclusion 

After analysis of the data collected, it is clear that using different kinds of reverb has an 

impact on a player’s experience, and that using spring and plate reverb in games is definitely 

noticeable and is experienced differently compared to a natural reverb. In this study, it is 

clear that a majority of participants preferred the natural reverb based on impulse responses 

of actual locations. There was however a shift in the adjectives used to describing each 

version, and on the question regarding how a certain reverb enhanced their experience on 

participant said plate reverb “made it feel more empty and desolated somehow”. One user 

describes plate reverb “Version 2 felt colder than the others”. Most however, felt that spring 

and plate reverb was unrealistic and distracting in a negative way.  

The game was limited to a realistic sci-fi setting, which might have an effect on how the 

participants perceived the reverb to be more or less fitting, as the players might be expecting 

realism in the audio, which might be an explanation of why players preferred the realistic 

reverb so much. A more surrealistic game environment might be more fitting with the spring 

and plate reverb types.  
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6 Final discussion 

6.1 Summary 

The work presented in this thesis was done in order to explore the possibilities of using 

spring and plate reverb in game environments. The stated goal of this thesis was test how 

players respond to the unique audial characteristics of plate and spring reverb, and 

comparing their results with a more realistic impulse response reverb based on a natural 

environment. To test this a game prototype was created that used three reverb impulse 

responses, a plate reverb (based on an EMT 140 plate reverb unit), a spring reverb (based on 

an AKG BX-22E spring reverb unit) and a realistic natural reverb based on two separate 

locations (Open Air, 2013) (Open Air, 2006). The order of the reverbs presented to players 

was randomized, and the reverbs switched every 75 seconds. To measure their effects during 

gameplay a survey was used that was answered by participants remotely after they had 

downloaded and played the game prototype to its full extent. 

The results from the survey show that participants could tell the difference between the 

versions, and that their experience was altered by the different reverbs. All who participated 

in the study were used to playing video games, and as such the survey participants can be 

expected to have a basic knowledge of how environments in games should sound. 

Participants showed a clear preference to the natural reverb, while spring was the second 

most preferred and plate the least preferred. The results also show that while players sensed 

a difference in mood, and had different associations for the different reverbs, the plate and 

spring reverbs were overall felt to be less fitting with the environment and were distracting 

to the experience. There was also criticism in the survey directed towards the sound design 

and implementation of the reverbs, and to an extent the sounds themselves. Some of the 

critique can be attributed to the audial characteristics of plate and spring, but some to how 

the reverbs themselves were implemented in the game. Different types of spring and plate 

reverb and a better implementation might have affected the results and made the players feel 

more situated in the environment. More sounds in the environment besides footsteps and a 

jumping sound could also have given players more sounds to judge the reverbs with. It would 

also however, increase the scale and complexity of the experiment. 

6.2 Discussion 

In the background chapter under “Previous research on audio environments” (2.3) research 

by Cabrera (et al., 2005) showed that the biggest factor in room size perception was 

reverberation time. It was also determined that early-to-late rations in the reverberation was 

important in the percieved size of the rooms, and in “Plate, spring and impulse response 

reverb” (2.2.1) it is noted that both spring and plate produces very dense and complex 

reverberations quickly and has a lack of early reflections. The response from the participants 

in the study indicates that participants had issues with plate and spring not feeling part of 

the game world, feeling unrealistic and not fitting with the environment that the game took 

place in, which might indicate that spring and plate reverb might be unsuitable for use in 

game environments.  

In a study that explores individual preferences of subjective sounds there are also a number 

of factors that can have an effect on the results, and the participants previous experiences 

with games and sound design can affect the final outcome of the study. The study group were 
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experienced with playing video games, which is a demographic that this study was aimed at. 

It would however have been interesting to see what kinds of games the study group were 

experienced in, as players experience in certain genres could perhaps have an affect on what 

they percieve as fitting with the environment. “Although a more even gender balance was not 

needed for the study I would personally have liked to have seen a better gender balance 

among participants.” 

In the chapter “Sound design & FMOD implementation” (4.2.2) it was mentioned that in 

order to make the study more standardized and easier to reproduce a set of hardware 

impulse responses were chosen, with a set amount of decay time for each reverb. For these 

reasons, the impulse responses were also not manipulated in any way. This might have 

contributed to spring being described as “too harsh”, “low echo” and “Loud footsteps, lacking 

ambience”, while plate was described as having too much echo. One solution to this would 

have been to apply more of my expertise in sound design and making sure that they sound 

“correct” more than the factors of decay time, having impulse responses of actual hardware 

units etc. The downside of this would be, as stated earlier, that the study would not be as 

easy to reproduce, but also that it would increase the amount of factors to take into account 

when assessing the data collected from the survey. 

6.3 Future work 

This thesis was done under the constraints of having to work with a realistic setting, and it 

would be interesting if further work compared spring and plate reverb in game settings that 

are more abstract. One idea would be to implement non-realistic reverbs in game scenarios 

that are supposed to make the player not feel part of the game world. Perhaps using the data 

gathered from this thesis could lead to the next study using a game scenario that uses the 

perceived inability for spring and plate to convey an accurate room reverberation to its 

strength. For example, a horror game setting where the player is experiencing something 

that is abstract the reverb type could be switched to enhance a certain feeling of abnormality.  

If there were more time to spend on the study, it would have been interesting to create more 

prototypes to test different game genres and game scenarios against different reverb types. It 

would also have been interesting to expand the study further into combining different reverb 

types in a short gameplay session, and using different reverbs in different environments 

instead of just switching reverb type entirely for each gameplay session. Reverberation has 

had a long tradition in music and has shaped the sound of countless bands. Games could 

perhaps also subtly use a reverb to create an audial identity for the entire game. In this thesis 

the reverbs were used prominently in the gameplay prototype, it would be interesting to 

explore what the possibilities of subtle uses of spring and plate could bring to a game 

experience. 

This study contains material, which could be a platform for more in-depth testing of spring 

and plate reverb in game environments. Future work could include more tests of more game 

genres, different environments, integrating spring and plate reverb in a game together with 

realistic reverbs and see how the different reverbs work with each other and if they can be 

used to further increase immersion when used in conjunction. If a sudden reverb change is 

found to expand or enforce a narrative point in a game, then perhaps it is a new area in 

artistic sound design for games that is just begging to be explored. 
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